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ACHPER SA - State Conference  

 

The 2019 ACPHER SA State Conference was held at Immanuel College. This was a wonderful location 

for the event, and which was attended by many.  

 

Being in my first year out of university and being in a role which entails working individually to ensure 

Physical Education and School Sport occurs and runs to a high standard for the students to be involved 

has been a wonderful experience.  

 

This conference was a wonderful way to meet Physical Education teachers who are either in a similar 

role or who have been in the role for a long time.  

 

I went to several session regarding Teaching Personal Social Responsibility (TPSR) which I began to 

implement at Loxton Lutheran School in 2019. As a whole school approach in all Physical Education 

lessons allowing the major focus of all lessons not only to improve skills but also ensure students are 

thinking about how they can help others and improve as a larger class / community. 
 

Respect 

Effort 

Self-direction 

Leadeship 
 

The sessions that I went to affirmed that what I am doing and the path that I’m taking are correct and 

the best way to develop students into physically active people for life. Who enjoy sports, recreation and 

the outdoors! 

 

Scott Hughes and Danny Robinson ran sessions on the Sport Education Model which I have also been 

beginning to implement. These sessions made me question if what I am doing could be improved for 

better student learning. I am excited to take these ideas of having students take one lesson to figure out 

team names, coaches, captains, umpires, scorers, equipment managers before staying in these teams for 

the term / season.  

 

Parents and staff will watch the students grow from the sessions that I attended giving all students a new 

perspective on physical education allowing them to not only learn new skills but to also learn and 

undertake new ventures such as; coaches, captains, umpires, scorers, equipment managers. This will 

allow students to possibly find a passion in sport besides playing. This could lead to a new coach in the 

community or someone who now feels that they are confident enough to captain their community team 

due to the skills and learnings they undertook in school physical education.  

 

Lastly, I would really like to thank the teachers registration board for giving me the opportunity to 

attend the conference.  
 

 

Kind Regards 
 

Zac Mills  |  Physical Education Teacher 
Loxton Lutheran School 
6 Luther Road, Loxton, SA 5333 
E Zacm@loxton-lutheran.sa.edu.au | M 0419 824 780 
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Additional notes  

 

Monday 15.04.19 

 

Keynote - Nicki  

What do we teach - We teach students this is bigger than the subjects the students attend.  

 

Every kid needs a champion - TEDTALK 

Building resilience for students and the ability to build strong relationships will create a 

stronger student accountablity and strong school community for not only the students but 

the staff within the school.  

Enhanced student welbeing will increase teacher and staff welbeing  

 

CESE Literature review 2015 

 

Evolution of Sporting Schools – Creating a sporting school environement  

 

Second Keynote  

 

Movement, concepts and stratigies - First three weeks (Katie Liebelt - CHS) 

 

 

Session 1.6 - Rick Baldock 

Combining TPSR and Game Sense to promote students to be able to understand their own 

feelings and emotions during a game which could 

 

Dots while coming and exiting lessons  

Red = bad 

Yellow = im okay 

Green = good  

Check in with the students who might be having a bad day at school. Showing empathy  

 

Tuesday 16.04.19 

 

Unversity of South Australia 

How do people use their time and how does this relate to their health and physical activity that 

is conducted.  

A day has 24 hours!  

Lesson > concept > FMS > Activity > Questions > TPSR  

Highlight aspects of achievement not coloum 


